Recent quantitative analyses of ribosomal protein trafficking in HeLa cells have revealed a prominent and unexpected role for the proteasome in regulating the availability of ribosomal proteins for subunit assembly.
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Most steps in the assembly of the ribosomal subunits take place in a specialized sub-nuclear compartment called the nucleolus. Here, the ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) are transcribed as large precursors (pre-rRNA), which undergo extensive nucleotide modification and a complex maturation pathway. A large number of non-ribosomal, resident nucleolar proteins (more than 200) are required to process and modify the rRNAs and to aid their assembly with the w80 ribosomal proteins. Analyses in yeast have underlined the enormous metabolic cost of synthesis of the rRNAs and ribosomal proteins [1] , which absorbs some 70% of all transcription.
Understanding of the dynamics of ribosome synthesis in humans has lagged far behind that in yeast, but new techniques are allowing fresh insights into these processes. Recent advances in massspectrometry have allowed the development of proteomic techniques that measure the relative abundances of hundreds of proteins in a single sample. One such method is 'stable isotope labeling of amino acids in cell culture' (SILAC), which uses isotopically 'heavy' amino acids to generate labeled proteins that can be distinguished from the unlabeled forms and quantified by mass-spectrometry. This technique was previously used by the Lamond and Mann [2] groups to quantify changes in the nucleolar abundance of many proteins following the inhibition of rRNA transcription in HeLa cells. SILAC allows measurement of the flux of a large pool of proteins but involves cell fractionation and protein purification steps, which may introduce artifacts.
Alternatively, the movement of individual proteins fused to green fluorescent protein (GFP) can be followed using a time-lapse microscopy technique called 'fluorescence recovery after photobleaching' (FRAP; Figure 1A ,B). The GFP-fusion protein is irreversibly photobleached over a region of interest and movement of the fusion protein is followed by the recovery of the fluorescent signal over time. This can be analyzed in living cells, avoiding the potential pitfalls of SILAC, but the GFP-tag may influence protein function and/or localization. In work published recently in Current Biology, Wah Lam et al. [3] combined SILAC with FRAP to study the flux of ribosomal proteins and nonribosomal proteins in HeLa cells. The authors reasoned that if these very different techniques led to the same conclusion, then it could safely be assumed that the results were an accurate representation of cellular activity.
At steady state, the bulk of the ribosomal proteins in HeLa cells are located in the mature ribosomes in the cytoplasm; however, the highest concentration is within the nucleoli [4] (Figure 1) . Following the inhibition of rRNA transcription, levels of nucleolar ribosomal proteins decrease, suggesting that their accumulation requires ongoing rRNA transcription [5, 6] . To analyze the flux of ribosomal proteins, Wah Lam et al. [3] photobleached nucleoli in cells stably expressing GFP-fused ribosomal proteins and measured the time it took for the fluorescence signal to recover. For most GFP-tagged ribosomal proteins, they observed w50% recovery two hours after the bleach, whereas the cytoplasmic GFP fluorescence signal did not change significantly over this time.
Consistent with the results of the FRAP, SILAC demonstrated that 50-80% of the labeled ribosomal proteins accumulated in nucleoli within two hours. In contrast, the recovery of the nucleolar signal for many other GFP-fusion proteins was less than 10% two hours after bleaching. Wah Lam et al. [3] concluded that HeLa cells accumulate few free ribosomal proteins in the cytoplasm and that the proteins must therefore be very rapidly transported to nucleoli. Newly synthesized ribosomal proteins very rapidly accumulate in the nucleolus, much faster than other nucleolar proteins, and also shuttle rapidly between the nucleolus and nucleoplasm. The nuclear export rate of ribosomal proteins in HeLa cells was also addressed by FRAP, measuring fluorescence recovery rates in the cytoplasm, and by SILAC, measuring the amount of isotopically labeled proteins in the cytoplasmic fraction. Strikingly, the combined results showed that only about a quarter of the newly synthesized ribosomal proteins accumulate in the cytoplasm over a period of 20 hours. These results indicated that nuclear import of free ribosomal proteins is much faster than nuclear export of ribosomal proteins that are part of ribosomal subunits ( Figure 1C ). More surprisingly, a significant fraction of the newly synthesized ribosomal proteins that entered the nucleoplasm from the cytoplasm was not assembled into ribosomal subunits but was degraded. This suggests that most ribosomal proteins are produced in substantial excess over the amounts required for ribosome production.
When rRNA transcription is blocked in HeLa cells, ribosomal proteins are still made for about 25 hours. However, ribosomal proteins synthesized under these conditions are highly unstable and are rapidly degraded, whereas the stability of other nucleolar proteins is unaffected [5, 6] . Thus, a surveillance mechanism must exist that degrades nuclear ribosomal proteins that are present in excess over the requirements for ribosome assembly. The major protein degradation system is the proteasome, and treatment with proteosome inhibitors led to an approximately two-fold increase in the nuclear and nucleolar accumulation of a GFP-tagged ribosomal protein (Rpl27). In contrast, the level of cytoplasmic Rpl27-GFP did not significantly change. Thus, a substantial amount of newly synthesized Rpl27-GFP is normally degraded by the nuclear proteasome, and only a fraction re-enters the cytoplasm as components of ribosomes. It was, however, reported that up to 30% of the newly synthesized proteins in HeLa cells are degraded by the proteasome because of translational errors or improper folding [7] . So some fraction of the ribosomal proteins degraded by the proteasome may be improperly folded or otherwise inactive, which might be detected by a nuclear quality control system.
The proteasome was previously implicated in regulating ribosome synthesis [8] , and the data presented by Wah Lam et al. [3] suggest that it maintains the balance between the abundance of free ribosomal proteins and the level of rRNA transcription. However, this seems to be a strikingly inefficient way to regulate ribosome assembly. An analysis of reproductive success in the green woodhoopoe Phoeniculus purpures challenges the view that delayed dispersal is costly. Females delaying dispersal for longer had more reproductive events in life and higher lifetime production of offspring.
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The carrying of identical genes by descent renders cooperation with relatives an alternative route to personal reproduction and the transfer of genes into future generations in multigenerational families, but cooperation comes at a cost. Relatedness does not just breed cooperation -reproductive conflict can be rife within families. Although offspring are evolutionary assets to parents, given their capacity to produce grandchildren, reproductive conflict and incest taboos often prevent them from reproducing as long as they stay together [1] , and they eventually have to disperse and leave their parents to breed. Delayed dispersal, which maintains family association and allows complex social behaviours such as cooperative breeding, thus comes with an evolutionary cost in that retained offspring forego opportunities for personal reproduction [2] . Yet, an analysis of the reproductive performance over the entire lifetime of the cooperatively breeding green woodhoopoe Phoeniculus purpureus (Figure 1 ), reported recently in Current Biology [3] , provides evidence challenging the view that delayed dispersal is costly. Accepting a cost early in life can come with compensatory gains later in life that give delayed dispersal a selective advantage. Attempts to assess the adaptive gains of delayed dispersal have generally been confined to the time when the offspring still associate with the family, and to cooperative breeding in particular. Yet, any gains to retained offspring from cooperative breeding have proven small and insufficient to compensate for the loss of personal reproduction [4] . By measuring the lifetime consequences of delayed dispersal, Hawn et al. [3] were able to assess the reproductive performance of woodhoopoes in a way that is consistent with the basic tenet of life history theory which assumes that costs and benefits do not have to operate simultaneously. Unlike in studies with a perspective of adaptive benefits confined to the return from cooperative breeding within multigenerational families, the woodhoopoe study [3] shows that selective advantages can be delayed until after independence and come in the form of enhanced personal reproduction.
Given the weak adaptive benefits from cooperative breeding, delayed offspring dispersal has been reconciled with the cost of lost reproduction by assuming there is a lack of opportunities for independent breeding, rather than invoking an adaptive behaviour. The behaviour to postpone dispersal involves a waiting time, with dispersal opportunities constrained by ecological conditions. On the face of it, offspring should be better off if they could leave. The 'ecological constraints' explanation for the formation of multigenerational families assumes that delayed dispersal is costly, and that costs and benefits operate simultaneously and are all contained within the time span when the offspring remain with their families. Once constraints are lifted, the offspring leave according to the tenets of the 'ecological constraints' [5, 6] . The enhanced lifetime reproduction of female green woodhoopoes when they delay dispersal for longer, reported by Hawn et al. [3] , challenges the view that delayed dispersal should be costly.
In an evolutionary perspective, it is reproductive performance over the lifetime that counts, and viewing any adaptive returns from delaying dispersal as restricted to the time of remaining within the family, and from cooperative breeding in particular, will forego the lessons from life history. To address the selective consequences of delaying dispersal, the team studying the African green woodhoopoe [3] took the stance of measuring reproductive performance over the entire lifetime, while comparing against timing of dispersal. They found that females had a longer breeding career, and therefore produced more offspring over their lifetime, when they had postponed independence for longer, unlike what was expected if they had
